Introduction
The main advantage of reconfigurable robots is that they can change structures and shapes autonomously according to the external environment or practical task demands. This makes them robust and flexible to suit the tasks and the environment in order to work well in many unstructured environments such as aviation, planetary exploration, military reconnaissance and attacks, rescue, etc. Many researches have been conducted in recent years [15] , and there has been increasing research interest in planetary rover [*n] . The reconfigurable planetary robots discussed in this paper are studied in Shenyang Institute of Automation, China. It is a novel ideal to introduce reconfiguration into planetary exploration. The position sensing detector can be applied to achieve docking [12] . Now the childrobots have been developed and their crossing ditch capability is studied thoroughly.
In this paper, the locomotion mechanism and kinematics for the child-robot are analysed and the control architecture is constructed. Further more a novel method for child-robots groups' crossing ditch is introReceived Nov. 11, 2004; Revised Max. 14 one is between the child-robot and the main body (see Fig.1 ( a ) ) , and the other between child-robots (see Fig. 1 ( b ) ) . When the whole system moves forward, each child-robot holds the main body by its manipulator and acts as an active wheel of the main body. They can be controlled independently. In many complex terrains, the heavy main body cannot arrive, or may arrive but expends too much. In this case it can dispatch one or a few child-robots to accomplish the assignment. when a child-robot has some trouble, the main body may ask other child-robot to help it restore or take its place to f~]lfil the assignment. So the system can overcome the whole exploration' s breakdown for one disabled child-robot.
By grasping another child-robot, the child-robots can take the shapes of a multiple-wheel robot to get over diverse environment, as shown in Fig. 1 ( b ) .
They can convert into a snake to pass a narrow passage. Also, they can be assembled into a loop by modular child-robots to climb up a step and so on. When all child-robots act as wheels of the main
